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What is Uber?
 An independent taxicab company that hires drivers who use their
personal vehicles while logged into the Uber app on a mobile device
 Passengers request rides using the app, inputting pick-up and drop-off
locations

 All payment is done through a pre-authorized credit card through the
app

What Do I Need?
 Smart phone

 Tablet
 Laptop
 Uber app

Using Uber
 Download Uber app
 Create an account
 Log in
 Select a pick-up point
 Drop-off point
 Chose tier of Uber service
 Use app to track your driver until he/she

arrives
 Get in their car

Using Uber
 Use the Uber app to track your location and ETA while on your trip

 After you're dropped off at your destination, rate your driver
 It’s fast – it’s easy – it’s free

Uber Car Type, Pick-up & Drop Off
 Choose what kind of car you want to be picked






up in
Economical low-end sedan
SUV
Van for carpooling
Luxury car for riding in comfort and style

Keep Tabs on Uber Driver
 Know when you're going to be picked up
and by whom
 App tracks your driver's position and ETA
 Shows your driver's name

 Profile picture
 License plate number

 Type of car
 Sends notification when your car arrives

Ride With Another Uber User
 More interested in saving money than saving time,
try Uber Pool
 Ride with a fellow Uber user who's going the same
way you are

 In exchange for waiting for them to be dropped
off before you are, you can cut your fare cost by
up to half

Ride With Another Uber User
 Take advantage of Uber promotions by referring
friends to Uber
 Many promotional offers you can use to reduce
cost of using Uber

 Can apply some of them when you sign up for
Uber
 Others when you request a ride
 Might even be able to get some of your Uber
rides absolutely free

Minors
 Legally can’t use Uber until 18

 Really not enforced by Uber by can be by driver
 Uber can act as a replacement for any “designated driver”
 According to a 2015 study Uber did in partnership with MADD, “monthly

alcohol-related crashes decreased by 6.5 percent (or 59.21 per month)
among drivers under 30” following the launch of UberX in California.

How to Lose Your Uber Privileges
 If you are traveling in a group, or you allow other people to take trips
with your account, you are responsible for their behavior in the car.
 Damaging drivers’ or other passengers’ property.
 Physical contact with the driver or fellow riders.

 Use of inappropriate and abusive language or gestures.
 Breaking the local law while using Uber.

 More information at:
https://www.uber.com/legal/community-guidelines/us-en/

How Much Does an Uber Trip Cost?
 UberX (the least expensive tier of Uber service)

 Los Angeles, CA
 $0 base fare, $0.18/minute time cost
 $1.00/mile distance cost
 $4.65 minimum fare

How Much Does an Uber Trip Cost?
 Traveling to another area?

 https://www.uber.com/cities
 Click on name of city or closest urban area
 Scroll down
 Click on the tier of Uber service that you want the rates for

Is Uber Cheaper Than a Taxi?
 Uber picks you up pretty much anywhere that is convenient to you

 With a traditional taxi, you usually have to meet one or flag one down in
a busy urban area
 Uber taxis usually show up faster than traditional taxis

 95% of Uber taxis show up less than 15 minutes after a ride request is
made
 Nearly all of them (99.98%) show up in less than 30 minutes

Is Uber Cheaper Than a Taxi?
 With a traditional taxi, you pay after your trip with cash or credit card

 Uber fare is automatically charged to your Uber account credit card
 You can just get out and go

Some Uber Drivers Provide….
 Candy

 Bottled water
 Phone chargers
 Let passenger(s) choose radio station – suggest start with a classical

station
 Let passenger(s) choose a/c temp
 Towels in case passengers have wet bathing suits
 Barf bag (no bag and passenger throws up -- $150 charged to their credit
card for detailing)

Uber Accessibility
 “Our goal is to make transportation more accessible to people with
disabilities. We’re committed to building solutions that support
everyone’s ability to easily move around their communities.”
 See updated information at:

 https://accessibility.uber.com

Pros
 Easily accessible -- Uber is available in over 65 countries and 350
metropolitan areas worldwide.
 Just download the Uber app, sign up for an account, and you're good to
go!
 You're in control -- When you request an Uber car, you choose where
you want to be picked up, where you want to go, and what general class
of car you want to get you there (from what is available).
 That means no going into seedy neighbourhoods or busy urban areas to
meet or flag down a taxi.
 Plus, no need to pay your driver when you get out -- your credit card is
automatically charged.

Pros
 Get the need-to-know info -- The Uber app will show you where your
driver is and how far away they are from your pick-up or drop-off point.
 Can also see their (first) name, profile picture, license plate number, car
type, and user rating.

 Uber will also send a notification when your driver has arrived at the
pick-up point.
 Get in the right car at the right time, every time.

Pros
 Share a ride, save some cash -- If you're not in a huge hurry, you can use
the "UberPool" function to request to be picked up by an Uber driver
who is already taking on a ride from another user (if they have room
available).

 Will have to wait until the other person is dropped off before the driver
takes you to your destination
 On the upside, your fare will cost up to 50% less

Cons
 Keep an eye on your credit card balance -- Uber's prices depend on a
number of factors
 Can vary greatly as a result
 Uber can be cheaper than traditional taxis, but other times, it can cost

twice as much, or even more.
 Especially true with surge pricing during high-demand times
 Holidays and weekends, when the bars close….
 Demand for Uber rides can outstrip the supply of Uber drivers and send
the cost of Uber fares skyrocketing

Cons
 Tight schedule -- Uber cars are usually faster and more reliable than
traditional taxis
 Timing is tight
 Uber drivers will only wait about 2 to 5 minutes for you after they

arrive.
 If you don't show up, they may cancel your ride and drive off, leaving
you with no ride and a cancellation fee to pay.

Uber Cancellation Policy
 If you cancel an Uber ride:

 When your driver is more than 5 minutes behind their estimated time of
arrival (ETA), you will not be charged a cancellation fee
 More than 5 minutes after submitting a request, and your driver is not

more than 5 minutes behind their ETA, you will be charged a
cancellation fee
 Typically, the cancellation fee is either $5 or $10
 Check rates for your area

How Do Uber Drivers Make Money?
 How many Uber rides they complete
 How often ”surge pricing” is in effect in their area to increase the

cost of fares
 What tier of Uber service they work in (i.e. working in higher tiers
means earning higher fares)
 UberX
 Least expensive tier of service
 Economical 4-door compact sedans you'll typically see on the road
every day

How Do Uber Drivers Make Money?
 UberXL
 Lower-end vans and other multi-passenger vehicles (which seat at

least 6)
 Good, low-cost option when you need a ride for a large group of
people
 UberSelect
 4-door luxury sedans with leather interiors that seat 5 or more people

How Do Uber Drivers Make Money?
 UberBlack
 One of three professional chauffeur service tiers
 One of its most expensive options
 Well-maintained 4-door black luxury sedans or crossover SUVs which

comfortably seat 4 or more passengers
 UberSUV
 Well-maintained 4-door black full-size SUVs
 Comfortably seat 6 or more passengers

How Do Uber Drivers Make Money?
 UberLUX
 Highest-end models of the same types of vehicles driven by UberBlack

drivers
 Most expensive Uber option
 Only available in select cities

Uber Drivers and Insurance
 Uber requires all drivers to have car insurance

 Supplemental liability insurance coverage provided only while app is on $1000
 When app is off, driver is only covered by their own personal car

insurance

Uber Doesn’t Cover
 Fuel

Can use an Uber gas card at a discount rate per gallon
 Gas bill is deducted from weekly check
 Car maintenance (independent contractor – deduct as business
expense)
 Taxes
 Borrowing a smart phone from Uber means having to pay for its data
plan
 May compensate some insurance costs, as well as costs that result
from passenger activity (such as requiring driver to park somewhere,
or damaging or defacing your car)


How Does Uber Make Money?
 Uber uses a commission-based system

 Passengers pay fares based on how far and how long they travel
 Uber takes a 25% commission from driver’s earnings for each ride they
complete

 Some additional fees, such as "Surge Pricing," increase passenger fares
and Uber’s earnings

How Does Uber Make Money?
 Like many other technology start-ups (like Techboomers!), Uber got the
money they needed to get going from investors who liked their idea,
including…
 Google

 First Round Capital
 Chinese search engine company Baidu

Contact Uber Customer Service
 Visit your preferred search engine

 Search “Uber customer service”
 Click the page titled Contact Us | Uber
 Answer Yes or No to indicate if you have a trip issue, an account issue, or

a payment issue
 Type the details of your query into the highlighted box
 Enter your email address
 Click Submit

Resources
 www.techboomers.com

 https://techboomers.com/p/uber
 TechBoomers’ Purpose
 Techboomers aims to improve the quality of life for
older adults and other inexperienced technology
users by empowering them to learn how to use
popular and trusted websites and Internet-based
applications.

Resources
 Launched by Steve Black in January 2015, Techboomers provides three
main services:
1. Techboomers introduces users to trusted new websites and Internet-based
applications through an easy-to-navigate directory and targeted emails
based on their interests.
2. Techboomers provides free video and article tutorials in a language suited to
those who may not be the most tech-savvy. These tutorials teach the easiest
and most efficient ways to use the websites, as well as how these websites
can improve one's quality of life.
3. Techboomers keeps its users informed of important news and information
about their favourite products via on-site alerts and periodic email
newsletters.

